**Enhanced Precision Feeding**
QLF supplements distribute evenly throughout the bunk allowing for more precise delivery of nutrients and additives to every animal. QLF liquid supplement handling systems also allow for more accurate delivery of supplement to every batch. QLF supplements are an ideal carrier for low inclusion additives and ionophores.

**Superior Suspension**
QLF calcium supplements are manufactured using Xanthan Gum to achieve maximum suspension characteristics in every batch. Suspension is important to ensure that the desired nutrients and additives are evenly distributed through the supplement ensuring each animal receives the nutrition desired with every feeding.

**Complete Supplement Package**
QLF provides a complete supplement package to the feedlot that is flexible enough to balance diets with a diverse range of feedstuffs.

**Enhanced Diet Performance**
QLF liquid supplements promote a consistent and predictable diet throughout the bunk with reduced sorting. Reduced sorting promotes a healthy rumen environment through consistent intake of all nutrients including roughage. Reduced sorting minimizes the incidence of subacute acidosis, maximizing rumen and animal performance.

**Enhanced Rumen Performance**
QLF liquid supplements are a preferred urea carrier to provide valuable rumen degradable protein to the diet. Diets balanced for rumen degradable protein promote rumen microbial efficiency, maximizing dry matter intake and overall animal performance.